
Heavy plant
Hotel magnate Moisés Micha’s Mexico City pad is a brutalist affair, 
revamped with a verdant touch by local architect Alberto Kalach
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tHis pAge, A 1950s teAK 
tAble by pierre jeAnneret 
tAKes Centre stAge in tHe 

ligHt-filled living rooM

opposite, A wAter bAsin  
At tHe end of tHe long 

entrAnCe Corridor is 
HoMe to the couple (2016), 
A sCulpture by CAnAdiAn 

Artist terenCe gower



peculiar house rises above the green panorama of  
vine-covered walls that hide the mansions of Mexico 
City’s upscale Las Lomas neighbourhood. Restored  
by renowned Mexican architect Alberto Kalach,  
the building stands four storeys tall and appears to  
be a small apartment complex, though in reality  
it is a one-bedroom, modern-day bachelor pad. 

The brutalist 1970s property had been abandoned 
for years before it was purchased by Moisés Micha  
in 2014. Co-founder of the Grupo Habita boutique 
hotel brand and an art collector, Micha saw the 

potential in the unusual, constricted structure, and 
commissioned Kalach for the restoration. Belgian 
architect Nicolas Schuybroek and interior designer 
Marc Merckx collaborated to create the interiors. 

The finished exterior stands confidently in stark 
contrast to its surroundings; a concrete and black steel 
façade punctuated by green balconies. From street 
level, it’s difficult to imagine what it harbours. On 
entering, one is greeted by a long, light-soaked corridor 
ending in a water basin that hosts Terence Gower’s  
The Couple, a defiantly bold artwork of black and red » A
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tHis pAge, HAnging 
gArdens CAsCAde down 

onto tHe street, sHielding 
tHe revAMped 1970s  

House froM tHe street

opposite, tHe living rooM 
is furnisHed witH A 1960s 

teAK And wiCKer CHAir  
by pierre jeAnneret;  

A vintAge Coffee tAble 
found in pAris; A CustoM-

MAde sofA; And A 2004 
drAwing by MexiCAn  

Artist dr lAKrA 



steel. Sunlight creeps into the corridor from the back, 
where Kalach designed an opening that pierces the 
building and functions as a new source of illumination. 
‘We wondered how we could breathe life into the 
house,’ Kalach recalls. ‘So we opened it up at the rear, 
because initially it only received light from the façade. 
We then proposed hanging gardens that would cascade 
down onto the street and isolate the house from its 
context. That was basically the strategy.’

Notoriously reticent about his design process and 
finished work, Kalach is emphatic about the initial 

state of the property: ‘It was very ugly, it was 
horrible. But to be able to transform something 
that is apparently worthless into something 
valuable makes me think. In the past, I would 
have said this needed to be demolished, but 
perhaps, as an architect, you can create a great 
building from something terrible.’ With a hint  
of sarcasm, he concludes that ‘in the end it’s 
recycling, which is very trendy now’. 

The home, however, comes across as anything 
but recycled, due largely to the role played by » 
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In the kItchen are a paIr  
of 1950s slat stools by 
vIsta of calIfornIa and an 
unfolding/flip chair (2004) 
sculpture by damIán 
ortega. a 2003 paIntIng  
by gabrIel orozco, from 
the artIst’s flag serIes, and 
a 2014 le corbusier/bubble 
diagram by Jose dávIla, 
hang on the walls

‘As an architect, you can 
create a great building 
from something terrible’
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the impeccable interior design, a joint effort by 
Schuybroek and Merckx, based in Brussels and  
East Flanders respectively. The restrained material 
palette is maintained throughout the numerous floors, 
ensuring a sense of connection. ‘We spent a lot of  
time studying the right proportions for every single 
room in this house to avoid that empty feeling of 
disconnected space,’ says Schuybroek, adding that  
‘we tried to create a very cosy and warm scale in a 
house for one’.

From the ground level, a delicate staircase of black 
steel leads to the first floor, where the kitchen, dining 
room and a small living room are located. Ascending 
from the balcony, a breathtaking garden – disorienting 
in its apparent depth despite its location above  
ground level – is evidence of Kalach’s mastery at 
landscaping and calls to mind the late Mexican 
architect Luis Barragán’s philosophy that you should 
‘design houses as gardens and gardens as houses’. 

Of course, the true beauty of greenery lies in its 
unpredictable nature; its inevitable defiance of even  
the most careful planning, and in a home such as this  
it coexists in pleasant tension with the otherwise 
perfectly selected and placed pieces. Such gestures are 
present on every floor, but perhaps the most striking  
is one that is a happy accident. A series of fine steel bars 
rests atop two white walls of the back opening and,  
in a matter of just a couple of years, have begun to rust, 
the oxidation dripping downward in perfectly straight, 
orange-tinged lines that vanish as they race to the  
basin at the base. This imperfection, Micha says, is  
one Kalach noticed during a recent visit and gave strict 
instructions that it never be painted over. 

‘The idea itself of wear and patina in a house is 
extremely important,’ observes Schuybroek. ‘This  
is why we always work with materials that age 
beautifully. Over time, the house will change, the 
parota wood will eventually age, the cracks on the 
concrete will become more pronounced, and the 
marble’s appearance will be altered.’ 

The integration of Micha’s art collection was an 
important part of the interior approach. Schuybroek 
describes how design decisions were carefully taken to 
avoid creating what he describes as a ‘cold and static  
art experience.’ The furniture was meticulously selected 
over the span of around a year to ensure that they 
would ‘perfectly blend and fit into the interiors’. 

‘This house is characterised by a mix of well-known 
and lesser-known design pieces, all of them with an 
original patina or in a material that fits in the Mexican  
and urban context,’ says Schuybroek. ‘We bought  
a small, rare Jeanneret chair in Chicago, found the 
exterior chairs in Mexico City, and the Pierre Guariche 
chairs in Paris. Some pieces, such as the dining tables  
or the marble credenza, were custom-designed 
specifically for this project, thus creating a nice balance 
between original and vintage pieces.’ ∂
kalach.org; ns-architects.com; merckxinteriors.com
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custom-made desIgns  
by schuybroek and merckx 
Include a parota and 
raIntree wood panel and 
bed, and a marble bedsIde 
table In the bedroom (top 
left), and an arabescato 
marble sInk In the 
bathroom (bottom left)


